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Attacking ML models is popular.
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My talk: “Does Adversarial ML Research Matter?”

Betteridge law of headlines: No

Intentionally a little controversial!
• We’ve done great research so far J
• Attacks gives us a sense of what bad things could happen
• But we could & should do a lot more for “real” security!



A blueprint for cool security attack research:
(in my opinion)

1. Take something “real” that many people use 
(or will use)

2. Show how to break it 
3. Ideally, show how to redesign it in safer way
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Where are the “real” attacks on ML?
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1. Take something “real” that many people 
use (or will use)

2. Show how to break it 
3. Ideally, show how to redesign it in safer way



Can we evade a real security model?
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Can we poison a real security model?
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Can we extract real user data?
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Can we steal a real model?
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Attacking “real” things matters!

Current attacks are not well suited for attacking 
“real” ML models.

Ø Maybe we’re making a fuss for nothing?
Ø Maybe real attacks work with enough tricks?
Ø Maybe we can design pragmatic defenses?
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Evading research models vs. real systems
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How do we go from this... ...to this?



Evading research models vs. real systems

Research:  “imperceptible” perturbations
~95% white-box attacks/defenses
~5%   black-box with query access
<1%   black-box w.o. query-access

Real systems: >99% black-box w.o. query-access
attacks need not be imperceptible
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A “real” white-box imperceptible attack: 
ad-blocking

16“AdVersarial: Perceptual Ad Blocking meets Adversarial Machine Learning”, ACM CCS 2019



A “real” white-box imperceptible attack: 
ad-blocking

17“AdVersarial: Perceptual Ad Blocking meets Adversarial Machine Learning”, ACM CCS 2019

1. Take something “real” that many people use 
(or will use) might possibly use one day



Most real systems are black-box.
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Challenge: attack something like this

Not just an engineering exercise!
Ø you don’t get direct query access...
Ø you get banned after a few positive queries...
Ø you likely can’t build a good surrogate model...



Many research opportunities!

Show how to systematically evade a real model
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Many research opportunities!

Show how to defend a real model

adversarial training, 
interval-bound propagation,
randomized smoothing, etc.

are likely not the answer!
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Very recent example: Apple’s CSAM detection
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Ø Uses ML to assign a “fingerprint / hash” to images
Ø Goal: hash is robust to small changes, few collisions



Very recent example: Apple’s CSAM detection
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Ø Apple’s hashing algorithm is likely not robust
Ø Does that necessarily mean there’s a practical attack?

what would 
we say?
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Why did no one poison GPT-X, Copilot, etc?
(as far as I know)
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Poisoning these models is possible. 
(in principle)
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A real example: poisoning facial recognition 
models
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Users perturb pictures 
they post online

Online pictures are 
scraped to build a model

Unperturbed test 
pictures aren’t 

recognized

???

Unperturbed picture taken by 
the police, or a stalker, etc.

A real example: poisoning facial recognition 
models

“Fawkes: Protecting Privacy against Unauthorized Deep Learning Models”, Shan et al., USENIX 2020
“LowKey: Leveraging Adversarial Attacks to Protect Social Media Users from Facial Recognition”, Cherepanova et al., ICLR 2021



A real example: poisoning facial recognition 
models
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The problem: retroactive defenses
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Facial recognition provider 
scrapes pictures produced with 

attacks that target today’s models

Facial recognition provider trains 
new SOTA model on poisoned 

data collected in the past

wait one year

“Data Poisoning Won’t Save You From Facial Recognition”, https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.14851



Are poisoning defenses overkill?
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Are poisoning defenses overkill?
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ultimate retroactive defense:
only collect training data from before ~2018



Many research opportunities!

Ø Better threat modeling for real-world poisoning

Ø Robust attacks against real models

Ø Beyond “closed-world” defenses
Ø dynamic defenses
Ø leverage web-ranking methods to filter data?
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Extracting public data from a “real” model.

“Extracting training data from large language models” (USENIX Security 2021)

random input

OpenAI’s language model 
trained on text from 8 
million web pages

someone’s contact information 
output by the model 
(redacted for privacy)
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Extracting private data from a real model.



Many research opportunities!
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Ø extraction of “real” user data?

Ø extraction of non-text data?
Ø images?
Ø speech?
Ø etc.

Ø more pragmatic defenses than differential privacy?
Ø data de-duplication & filtering?
Ø detecting data extraction at test time?
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Stealing a pay-per-use model.
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x, $ f(x)

“Stealing Machine Learning Models via Prediction APIs”



Could it be practical to steal GPT-3?
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Ø Replicating GPT-3 from scratch: ~ $5M in cloud GPUs

Ø Could some form of distillation + active learning be cheaper?

Ø Querying GPT-3 on 10% of its training data: ~ $3M

Source: https://lambdalabs.com/blog/demystifying-gpt-3/



Many research opportunities!
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Ø better model stealing in a research setting 

Ø stealing a “real” model

Ø economics of extraction



Take-aways

We’ve written >10K papers on worst-case attacks
Ø We know: in principle, any model can be attacked
Ø We know: the strongest attacks are hard to prevent

What’s next?
Ø We don’t know: what do real attacks look like? 
Ø We don’t know: can we develop pragmatic defenses?
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